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B E N E F I T S  O F  T H E  
A P P L I E D  L I N G U I S T I C S 
P R O G R A M S :
■ The Institute for Applied Linguistics (IAL) is

one of America’s leading university-based
translator training and research programs.  It
is the most comprehensive undergraduate
and graduate program in the U.S., with
curricula that provides a firm foundation in
translation studies and translation practice for
students in Arabic, French, German,
Japanese, Russian, and Spanish. The IAL is
also an internationally renowned center for
research in many areas of translation studies,
including translation history and pedagogy,
literary translation, computer-assisted
translation, terminology and multilingual
document management, and cognition, with
faculty involved in authoring standards for the
International Organization of Standardization
(ISO) and the ASTM International.

▶ M.A. graduation rates exceeding 90 percent
▶ Excellent employment prospects
▶ Internship programs with language service

providers
▶ State-of-the-art training in best practices

for the language industry
▶ Personalized guidance by faculty for M.A.

capstone project (translation/terminology/
critical analysis) a nd doctoral seminars

▶ Multilingual computing laboratory, which
enables s  tudents to gain hands-on
experience u sing the latest translation and
localization s oftware

▶ Internationally diverse: 40% international
students; 3  0% international faculty

Interested in the M.A. in Translation? 
Contact:
Said M. Shiyab, Professor of Translation 
Studies and Graduate Coordinator 
sshiyab@kent.edu         

Karil Klayko, Department of Modern and 
Classical Language Studies 
kklayko@kent.edu
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Kent State University announces the Gawlicki Family 
Foundation On-Line Master of Arts in Translation 
Program starting Fall 2018.  

This new Distance Learning M.A. program will 
provide greater access to the most comprehensive 
graduate program in translation in the United States. 

Made possible by a grant from the Gawlicki Family 
Foundation, this state of the art program offers the 
same curriculum as the face-to-face program for 
students and professionals interested in pursuing 
their training in translation. 

The courses included in the program are available a-
synchronously (you work in your own space, at your 
own pace); yet they provide you with an opportunity 
to interact with the instructors and your team. You 
have access to the program's state-of-the-art virtual 
lab and all its equipment and CAT and DPT software.

Specific degree requirements and career information can 
be found at www.kent.edu/appling

ONLINE 
MASTER OF ARTS 

Program Requirements: 
■ A 3.0 or higher grade point average in all 

undergraduate or graduate work.

■ If the candidate is an international student, TOEFL 
scores of at least 5 50 (written test) or 8 0 (Internet 
based) or another certification of English proficiency 
acceptable to the University such as a Band of 6.5 on 
the IELTS (International English Language Testing 
System).

■ Two five-minute oral statements of purpose (CD or 
MP3 wav audio-file) in the student's first and second 
language (conversational, not read from a script). 
International students should submit two oral 
statements: one in English and one in the language for 
which they are applying if it is not their native language 
(B and C languages). The oral statement should 
describe the student's experience in their second 
language.

■ Two writing samples: A  goal statement, also known as 
statement of purpose, in English, and a statement or 
essay of at least 300 words in the second language 
chosen by the applicant. The essay/sample can be a 
paper written for a class. The writing samples should 
be accompanied by a signed declaration that they are 
the applicant's original work and that the applicant has 
received no help in their preparation. (The use of 
dictionaries and other reference work is permitted).

■ Three letters of recommendation attesting to 
applicant’s ability to do graduate work in translation.

Program Courses: 

■ Research and Writing

■ Documents in Multilingual Contexts 

■ Theory of Translation 

■ Practice of Translation 

■ Terminology and Computer Applications for 
Translators 

■ Editing for Translation

■ Literary and Cultural Translation 

■ Commercial, Legal and Diplomatic Translation 

■ Scientific, Technical and Medical Translation 

■ Software Localization 

■ Project Management

■ Case Study in Translation 

The program requires 36 semester  
hours of coursework over two years for 
full-time students, including a case 
study in translation.

Program Cost: $725 per credit hour




